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Simultaneously Everything All At Once
								

Jamilee Polson Lacy, PC Galleries Curator

In this moment when much of contemporary art can be referred to as “referential” or “found,” when,
courtesy of the Internet and digital media in general, most artists can be described as reflexive or
appropriative in their dialogue with the span of art history and visual culture, Heather Leigh McPherson’s
work presents a timely visual paradox: it is uncannily familiar yet challenging to pinpoint exactly how or
why. Heather Leigh McPherson: A Platform for Traits, the artist’s cross-disciplinary exhibition at PC
Galleries at Providence College, further compounds this paradox, presenting a flurry of pendulous activity
between conventional and atypical methods of using paint and Photoshop, canvas and computer screen,
portraiture and abstraction, and white cube and digital space.
Traditional paradigms of serial form and consistent color palette mark McPherson’s work, and associations
to myriad art historical, cinematic and other cultural sources are easy enough to make; however, no
unequivocal hierarchy of the past or present can be identified with certainty. This is because what we see—
whether a painting, object, projected GIF, or complete installation—is an art based neither on a specific
work or moment that came before it, nor on any one element of the many stylistic movements we find
ourselves in now. Her work is instead a series of composites, layered splices of what she sees and has seen,
what she doesn’t see but wants to, what is fixed and what is fleeting. In this essay, I explore some of these
composites and a few fixed or fleeting moments by examining the conceptual and painterly methods
McPherson employs in A Platform for Traits.
Form – The Inherent Traits of a Thing
If this exhibition makes one thing clear, it is that McPherson, though deeply involved with digital processes
and manipulation, loves paint and painting. She invents little mysteries within the frame that play off our
visual habit of searching out something recognizable in abstraction. There are representational sources in
her work which aren’t immediately apparent, but once you notice one, they all become easily perceptible
and somewhat pervasive in your reading of every other artwork.
Though the variety of these sources is nearly infinite, McPherson alludes most prominently to the face,
or to one face and its ever-changing facial features in the case of this body of work. This use of faciality—

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s compositional allusion to the human face in art and architecture—acts
as an organizational principle in this exhibition. Accordingly, each vignette, composed with either a painted
canvas hung on a gray swatch of wall, a painted sheet of Plexiglas atop a custom pedestal or plinth, or a
digitally projected GIF on a floating mini-wall, emphasizes the ways in which the face, the computer screen
and the painting act as structural boundaries between looking and being looked at. As the exhibition’s
title implies, these vignettes, some of which slightly resemble in format mirrored vanities, present an
opportunity for the long, considered looking required if one is to recognize the unique visual characteristics
of a person or an artwork, a face or an abstract painting. After all, the ability to distinguish between the
inherent traits of a thing—a line or an eyebrow, an orb or a face—is wherein lies the joy of looking.
In some ways, McPherson’s abstractions are in fact portraits; only what we are confronted with is the
fleeting notion of a person, his or her face in flux. Too, they may be thought of as double portraits
examining both a face and its relationship with what it often confronts—the natural landscape,
architecture, a multitude of electronic screens, and the reflection of itself. The double portrait, which has
been a signature of the likes of Francis Bacon and Ed Paschke, relates directly back to faciality’s theoretical
construct, forging comparisons between a boulder with cavernous insets and a cranium with eye sockets.
The frame of the canvas suggests that of a traditional portrait, which exists on the same viewing plane as
a mirror, television or computer screen. Almost like they do in the famous Mac OS screensavers, bright,
glowing washes of color, blurred forms and crisp lines swirl together. But through those abstract elements,
cursory semblances of a face and its features show through, reminiscent of the electric images the screen
reflects back at its viewer. Moreover, the pictorial repetition appearing throughout the body of work
making up this exhibition parallels the way we scan visual media—from movies and TV shows to Facebook
and Instagram—looking for the familiar faces of our favorite actors and friends.
Color – Memories of Then and Now
The most arresting component of McPherson’s work is color. While the color palette varies slightly from
one work to another, vivid reds, oranges, pinks and a nearly black purple make up a single form which
repeats throughout the exhibition. The artist creates this form by first pouring paint on plastic and then
peeling it up and collaging it onto canvas or Plexiglas. Though unique in style and application, this layering
process represents two fundamental aspects of painting, particularly how color can become the building
blocks of compositional structure, and conversely, how structure can be seen as something beyond
composition, as intrinsic to the content of a picture. The idea of autonomy relates directly to color and
structure in abstraction. At the service of a representational picture, the color pink will be built in to
render lips or rosy cheeks. In abstract painting, pink has no purpose beyond representing itself. Due to
the employment of faciality and its allusive properties, however, McPherson’s semi-abstract, nearly nonrepresentational paintings and GIFs collapse these dual qualities of color. All at once, pink is structured to
stand for itself and as a pair of lips or rosy cheeks.
This synthesis of color’s representational properties, especially when predicated by faciality as an
organizational method, impregnates McPherson’s work with the sordid past of color. As David Batchelor
notes in Chromophobia, his seminal text on the historical and conceptual color theory, color has for nearly
all of recorded time symbolized the other-worldly, at best, and the marginalized, at worst. It has been
“made out to be the property of some ‘foreign’ body—usually the feminine, the oriental, the primitive, the

infantile, the vulgar, the queer or the pathological.”1 Though their canvases were awash in beautiful color,
painters of the 19th and early 20th centuries used high-contrast color to represent what they deemed
exotic, and therefore forbidden and/or exploitable. Beyond Europe and the United States, color often
represented the mythically savage, the non-Western, uncivilized state. Within these borders, color was,
and to some extent still is, coded in the feminine—like Eve, color is corrupted, a lapse, a fall from grace. It
has also been relegated as a bastion of the unnatural, or more specifically, “the superficial, the inessential
or the cosmetic.”2 But in the last half-century, many artists have worn this reputation like a badge of
honor, reclaiming color and its relationship to gender and identity. It makes sense that McPherson’s work,
with its bold, synthetic and chemical color, is in dialogue with pioneering female, queer and non-white
color enthusiasts like Hale Woodruff, Marsden Hartley, Helen Frankenthaler, Alma Thomas, Elizabeth
Murray, and Mary Heilmann, among others, all of whose bodies of work emerged scathed but triumphant
out of the heterosexual Caucasian male-dominated art world of the 20th century. McPherson, like her
predecessors, demonstrates color’s symbolism as subversively beautiful when fully embraced.
Canonical art history aside, color in McPherson’s work is meditational for the viewer in the moment, as
well as for the artist in the act of making, and in this respect it is about her, and about time, and therefore
about consciousness. The complex mixing and layering of color, functions as a marker of both actual time
spent making the painting or GIF and of color memories plucked from computer graphics, fashion and
film. In this sense, McPherson manages to evoke people, places and the passage of time, to imbue painting
and digital imagery with emotion, memory and personality. McPherson has become known for pairing
keyed-up chromatics with downbeat glazes and undertones, and for placing unexpected colors in surprising
combinations. Providence Journal art critic Bill Van Siclen wrote that McPherson’s combination of “colors
— a neon-hued array of hot pinks, deep purples and lime greens — look[s] like something out of a ’60s-era
rock poster.”3 This observation rings true, as do the visual markers of other eras, such as the up-cycled
psychedelic color of 1980’s fashion, or of the 1990’s rave-party scene, or even more recent, of the early
aughts’ digital design revolution.
Space – Frame to Frame
Film, particularly the film set or site, is an apt allegory for McPherson’s style of presentation. While
each of the works in this exhibition formally stands on its own, each also postures and co-mingles
with others, much like actors within the confines of a film set. Just like in film, this set and its various
dressings and props—faint gray backdrops painted on the walls, plinths and pedestals—are concerned
with the presentational aspects of the art. They promote the art object as much as its imagery. Thanks
to dramatic lighting, projections and reflections, the white cube gallery space operates at the junction
where autonomous art works meet cinematic display. McPherson suggests the different ways in which
the spectator may view these artworks—as paintings, sculptures, decoration or sites of mood-altering
ambience. With their visual motif-laden stage sets, the multi-chromatic, gender-bending films like Pedro
Almodovár’s Todro sobre mi madre (English title: All About My Mother) come to mind, as do Scorpio
Rising and Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome, the prop-heavy and symbolically layered art films of
Kenneth Anger. The overall installation even goes so far as to demonstrate McPherson’s proclivity for
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conceptually and visually connecting the frame of the physical painting to the frame of the digital image or
Internet browser, the rectangle of the computer screen to the white cube of the gallery. The effect, though
subtle, is a kind of mise en abyme that strings together the two- and three-dimensional spaces of painting
to the digital spaces which now permeate our daily existence.
In closing, the circularity of A Platform for Traits produces a dizzying yet beautiful visual experience,
one which mimics the average person’s back and forth activity between sourcing and coagulating found
physical and digital information. That she has presented us with an impeccable demonstration of how the
age-old vocations of art making rival the Internet in portraying the unknown, the familiar and every era all
at once, is McPherson’s great accomplishment.

Facial Turn:
An Interview with Heather Leigh McPherson
												

Daniel Marcus

Daniel Marcus: When I visited your studio in Providence in the spring of 2012, you had already begun
working with faces—or maybe they were heads? or masks?—in a series of very large, landscape-format
canvases. Although organized around the main traits of the face (eyes, mouth, etc.), these paintings still
retained a ground plane and a sense, or force, of gravity; they struck me as hybrid landscapes, which
is, also, incidentally, how I remember the work you were making when we were both undergraduates at
Washington University in Saint Louis. However, in this newest body of work, there’s no trace of a ground
whatsoever, and not much in the way of spatial depth, either. At first glance, the paintings seem to stare
the viewer down, looking at us through unblinking eyes—not unlike the sense of “presence” Michael
Fried attributed to minimalist sculpture. But upon closer inspection, the dark eye-spots seem more like
bottomless pits: we might be looking up into a pair of nostrils, or down into a magnified pore or orifice; it
no longer feels like there’s anyone there—the squiggles and apertures seem more bodily than facial. It’s
a disorienting experience (in a good way). I wonder if you could narrate the evolution of the face in your
recent work: How did you arrive at the motif of the face? (Was there a first face that launched a thousand
likenesses?) How would you describe the relationship between face and body in this most recent series of
paintings?
Heather Leigh McPherson: I started putting heads in my paintings in late 2011, when I found a late-1960s
printing of H.W. Janson’s History of Art and took it up it as a starting point for artwork. I made a group of
paintings in response to reproductions of artifacts in the text, especially artifacts representing humans—
19th century Native American masks, carvings of Egyptian kings, figural Greek sculpture—wherein I’d
expand the grainy, black-and-white reproductions to a six-foot scale, inventing information lost in the
low-fi printing process. Going through this book, the seminal art historical survey text of the twentieth
century, it struck me that the face itself bore some resemblance to the information-laden page: they
are thresholds of communication where some (more) complete condition gets converted into pictures,
expressions, language, exteriority. The page’s task is the conversion of real human acts into history, and the
face’s is the transmission of interior states into external expression—as well as the diminution of the whole
self into whatever’s communicable. You look at the rectangle of Janson’s page or the features of the face

and sense the gulf of what’s behind it, inaccessible.
You mentioned that the unblinking nature of the eyes in my paintings recalls the sense of presence
Michael Fried attributed to minimalist sculpture; I think that’s right on track. My paintings demand
viewers’ complicity: they ask you, in Fried’s phrasing, to “be aware” of the image of the face and to “act
accordingly.” But I also want the painted faces to deny a viewer the reward of traditional face-to-face
contact—ultimately, there’s nobody home—because this allows for a different, more complex relationship
to take hold between a live beholder and the painted face.
For the eye area in all of these paintings, I use big acrylic pours, which I make on plastic, peel up when dry,
flip around, and paste onto the canvas. The plastic puddle has intrinsic color and a complete absence of
brushstrokes; the color is the material, and the mark is made just by the goop sliding around on the plastic.
The thing ends up looking very expressive and loose, but when you approach it, you’re met with obdurate
flatness. It never reveals the thing that we want to see behind the brushstroke (the index of a human hand,
and transitively, a human self) so it evades the possibility of literal presence. In these paintings, the plastic
puddle of the eyes seems deep but ultimately bounces the viewing gaze back on itself with its stubborn, flat
opacity.
Thinking about the materiality of the eyes has led me to consider the facture of the painting as a whole:
the choices I make about how to render and construct these faces. I often think of the eye and the body
as discrete entities, but the site of the face draws vision and bodily experience into proximity. Vision is
historically privileged—it is the sense that apprehends, counts, sorts, and knows. It’s the least ethical of
the senses in that it makes judgments from some remove and subjects the world to its order. I could see
this group of paintings as subconsciously aiming to correct that hierarchy of the senses by rendering the
features of the face, so easily recognized and categorized, into a sensorial mess. There are features in my
paintings that seem, as you point out, less facial and more bodily: mouths and noses that feel goopy and
fleshy, recalling other orifices and parts before reminding us of literal mouths; color that feels grafted from
the teeming interior of the body onto the cool plane of the painting.
DM: Can you walk us through your process of making the paintings? What role did digital tools and
platforms play in producing and editing these works?
HLM: Every era and culture contributes something new to the barn of spatial strategies informing how
artists construct a picture. The digital age is no exception. I think contemporary culture has finally invented
its own perspective in the form of digital space-- the flat, shallow, layered, tiled space that seems infinitely
narrow yet infinitely stackable. And while digital space describes a series of spatial relationships, it may
also align with a broader paradigm of ethical and political ideologies, just as linear perspective did in the
Renaissance. I use the computer to generate drawings for larger works and to make GIFs; I use it as a lowstakes way to work on paintings in progress; and I use it as a model for the sort of space I want to construct
in paintings.
DM: I’m sure some viewers will want to interpret the ‘facial turn’ in your work in light of Facebook and
similar technologies of online self-fashioning. Are they on the right track? How do you understand the
relationship between face and screen?

We assign an I to ourselves through actions and experiences in the world, and when a bigger slice of our
experience pie is taken up by participation in digital worlds like Facebook and Instagram, we habituate
ourselves to new forms of action and response. We create ourselves in this precarious, nonmaterial space
just as that space constructs us, trains us how to be. I don’t intentionally point to these ideas in my work,
though I’m sure they’re part of the cultural stew I’m eating—and they could very well inflect a viewer’s
reading of my work.
Faces and screens can function in similar ways: they act as perceived borders between zones, separating
inputs from outputs, translating material from one space to another. We sense that we can look through
screens and faces, glean something from what lies beyond them, but ultimately we are limited to the
information contained on their surface. Painting, an analogous interface, can be the third member of this
group. How can I make a painting act as the screen and the face? How can I make it look back, in the sense
of having presence, and make it compel viewers’ attention with comparable magnetism? And all the while,
as I manipulate materials to mimic attributes of faces and screens, I hope too that my paintings brew their
own weird magic.
DM: During the past century, the face emerged as a site—or rather, an organ—of ethical and political
importance in the work of numerous theorists (e.g. Emmanuel Levinas, Gilles Deleuze, Jean-Paul Sartre,
etc.) Recently, philosopher Giorgio Agamben has urged his readers to “[b]e only your face. Go to the
threshold. Do not remain the subjects of your properties or faculties, do not stay beneath them: rather,
go with them, in them, beyond them.”1 What do you make of these imperatives? How do you (Heather)
inhabit your own face? What would it mean to “go to the threshold,” and what lies beyond?
I want to say first that I love for artworks to function as conversational prompts, occasions for discussion of
a larger network of ideas that isn’t strictly contained within the artwork itself.
My sense is that Agamben posits the face as a mediating effect, the thing that bridges our ‘natural’ life and
our public appearance within institutional and state structures. Perhaps it’s an old mind-body problem: a
struggle between the me of my imagination, and the me of my viscera; a conflict between all the things
that constitute a self and the relatively few qualities communicable in and by an external face. I read
Agamben’s exhortation to “be only your face,” then, as a call for reunification. We can be subject to one
another more fully if we are more available, if we inhabit a bodily, earthly experience—if we stop asking the
body, How dare you claim to be me?
It’s also a call to reclaim the face from institutions that manage face-images to manipulative ends: politics,
pornography, and advertising. One of my sideline obsessions is cataloguing advertisements’ contortions of
the human form, decoding ads’ promises and special bewitching power. Many of the faces we look at in a
day, I’d wager, are retouched cyborg morphs peddling mascara and SSRIs; the apparent frivolity of these
images belies the serious, myth-making work they do. The task of reclaiming the face from institutional
agendas is hard to envision, but my sense is that it is happening right now, here, in this conversation. We
are doing it by making a modest temple of awareness, where the things we object to are enervated through
recognition.
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A Platform for Traits
						

Eric Bennett

“Here’s one,” she said.
“OK,” he said.
“Try this one on for size.”
“Waiting.”
“A woman abides—”
“Not abides.”
“A woman exists in a warehouse too large to see all of. It has a mirror for a ceiling and floors made
of massive plates of stone. The ceiling would mirror the floor exactly, except for one thing. The woman
can see her reflection up there messing it up. It’s a ripple on the smooth surface of eternity, disrupting
the intimation of a symmetry so all-pervasive that it would feel, if not for her, like a cold heaven. All that
exists in the warehouse, between the stones of the floor and the mirror of the ceiling, are her and the
wares.”
“You didn’t mention the wares.”
“The wares are in boxes. Oh, and I forgot the part about how it feels good for her to dance. She
dances. That’s about it, dances and sleeps. She’s not a good dancer, but she often enough gets over the
inhibitions that have been carried as an insufferable burden in her soul since childhood, and dances. Even
though she dances really badly, her desire to dance increases as she watches herself in the mirror. But the
mirror is so far away that she can never quite make herself out. So she gets the idea to pile the wares to
get closer, to dance within view. But piling the wares doesn’t affect the size of her reflection. All it does,
if it does anything, is to make her self-conscious about dancing, dancing up there. She worries that she’s
becoming a silly spectacle.”
“Even though nobody is watching.’
“We don’t know if anybody’s watching.”
“Do you mind if I get this?”
“Go ahead.”
He gets it.
“Well?”
“Hung up,” he said.
“Try this on for size.”

“Will try.”
“A man stands—”
“Not stands.”
“A man who looks like William Dawes stands—”
“If you mean the William Dawes upstaged by Paul Revere…” He shook his head in profound
commiseration with William Dawes and every other man and woman unjustly forgotten in the fickle annals
of future historians.
“A William Dawes-looking man stands on a platform holding a handful of gray beads. The platform
tops a pillar rising from the land, ten foot by ten foot square. Around the platform, which is pure white,
extends a vista of beauty so saturated with color that its every detail lies beyond all powers of description.”
“Try to describe it.”
“You’re getting ahead of me.”
“Go on.”
“The sight of the orchidaceous vista fills the man with a happy rage to move. Nevertheless he is
not permitted to leave the white square atop the pillar and must stand until who knows when in those
hundred square feet. All he can do to relieve the pressure of the happy rage to move is to open his hand
and scatter the beads. He hopes that the sweep of his arm and the pattern of the scattered beads will
somehow do justice to the impression in his mind made by the dizzying, floral plethora of hues and shades
all around him. But the surface is white and the beads are gray. He feels sick with a kind of hunger at the
thought of the grayness of the beads. But, after he tosses them the pattern that they form for a moment
promises to contain more than gray and white—some red, some green, some blue. The man squats over
his composition, riveted and uneasy. To enhance the colors of the gray beads on the white ground, he
moves this bead and that, catching sight—only for an instant and only on the periphery—of an image of
the abundance of that toward which he can otherwise find in his euphoric hopefulness no possible way to
gesture.”
“So sad.” He waited a diplomatic interval. “Is rationality to opinion as hair is to fashion?”
“I take it you’re getting hungry.”
“No.”
“Try this on for size.”
“I’m waiting.”
“A young woman in Moldova wears on her back a basket twice her size and gathers in it twigs for
market. It will take a lifetime to fill the basket. In the early years, optimistic portents explode in her
mind like bursts of flavor. Her life will culminate in prosperity at the market and everything will attain a
psychic repletion so total that it feels bodily. She does not notice that as years pass her spine bends with
the growing weight of the twigs. By forty she is deformed and but a spectral vestige of her young beautiful
self. And she does not even understand that at the market, on the distant day when she finally arrives,
nobody will be shopping for Awareness.”
“Which the twigs symbolize.”
“Too obvious?”
“If you’re going to ask,” he said, “I’m not going to say no.”
Silence by no means free of awkwardness.
“What do you have for titles?” he said.
“Eggy Giggle?”
He giggled.
“Also Glow Suit and Mouth Roast.”

“I see how you work.”
“Here’s one.”
“Yeah?”
“I am standing at the back of a mob wielding clubs circled around something I cannot see.
Whatever it is is being beaten by those at the center. Everyone wears a dark cloak, and, above a field of
cowls, I see at the heart of the collective agitation the motion of clubs rising and falling. I too hold a club,
and, like others, press against the backs of those before me, wishing in wild rancor to strike the prey in
our midst. Only very slowly do I push through the crowd toward the motion of the rising and falling arms.
Finally I reach the center and, beneath the mesmerizing rhythm of crude implements in full swing, see that
the center is empty.”
“Too dark.”
“Earlier I was thinking about changing ‘empty’ to ‘occupied by James Franco’.”
“Better.”
“The imagination desires, above all things, plausible recourse in the possible. The imagination that
runs too far ahead of the possible contaminates every inch of ground it covers between it and its owner
and can even by reaching a destination (plausible recourse) destroy the destination. The self-fulfillment is
absolute and absolutely negative.”
“This isn’t a date.”
“Under certain conditions of ambient light and in instances in which the skin is marked by
blemish or dirt one can catch sight of parts of the face below the eyes and seemingly out of view. Like the
nose. The phenomenon distracts the attention from all that surrounds in the same way that impending
responsibility distracts from—” She gave up. After a moment: “Try this one on for size.”
“Your ideas frustrate me no more than your vignettes.”
“A wall ten feet high circumscribes a gladiatorial space of sandy earth. The circumference of the
space is great enough that twenty men can stand ten feet from their neighbors to each side, their backs
to the wall, facing inward. The names of the men are Mineralogy, Oceanography, Patristics, Sociology,
Art History, Chiropody, Massage Therapy, Yoga, Clinical Psychology, Semiology, Prosody, Evolutionary
Psychology, Calculus, Orthopedics, Fan Fiction, Christology, Intellectual History, Marketing, Marketing,
and Marketing. All stare at an empty center, but once upon a time in that empty center stood a giant
sphere which each man could touch by taking the same number of strides forward. It felt great to touch
that sphere. Whatever that truth was is now gone. Now in order to touch the truth each man must turn
toward the wall, stoop down into a small entrance half as tall as a man, walk three steps, feel pain shoot
down his sciatic nerve, and grope in the darkness toward the back wall, an action incapable of being
witnessed by any of the others.”
“I thought you were a feminist.”
“I, too, felt for a long time that it should be all women in the ring or at the very least ten men and
ten women. I’ve given it a lot of thought. Nothing works. If it’s half and half, then who’s Oceanography?
Or Prosody? A woman? Really? For, if I acknowledge the historically male bias of any particular field by
making that field a man, I don’t see how I’m any better off than I am now. Yet if I artificially elect a female
Christology, then politics erodes all mystery from the parable, and any parable worth its salt depends on its
mysterious intimations.”
“Just saying I thought you were a feminist.”
“This isn’t one.”
“I’ll try it on for size just the same.
“It’s just a dream.”

“Careful.”
“I am fighting with the British against the French Army with a sword and nothing else. Others have
muskets but I do not. The uniforms are traditional eighteenth-century. There are tents set up around a
battlefield and women soldiers and the presence of plastic pieces of equipment. Helen Vendler, wearing
some kind of colored robe, is watching as if a general or nobleman and makes it much less comfortable
for me to linger in the barracks, which is all I want to do. I am supposed to push out into the fray and
face death. Accidentally my quarters conjoin the quarters of a princess with whom I am in love. Before
the battle starts in earnest I entertain the armies with a different sounding version of a song by Rebecca
Black. It is live, but instead of being in my body as I play it and sing it, I am far away in the barracks listing
to myself from a distance. It sounds very good to me—builds with orchestral accompaniment—and Helen
Vendler first comes to my attention when she compliments me on the performance. The pervasive feeling
is one of stalling and lingering out of fear.
“Anything else for titles?”
“Swap Opera and Face Bake.”
“Is information to consciousness as cartography is to travel? Or not that bad?”
“That bad.”
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About Heather Leigh McPherson
Heather Leigh McPherson (b. 1984) is an artist living and working in Providence, Rhode Island. In addition to Heather Leigh
McPherson: A Platform for Traits at PC Galleries, her recent exhibitions include a solo show called Hot Salad at 186 Carpenter in
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and a MFA in painting from Rhode Island School of Design. As an assistant professor at Providence College she teaches a range of
painting courses, and has co-taught special topics courses within the Department of Art & Art History, as well as in the Development
of Western Civilization program.

Related Public Programs
Painting qua Painting Panel Discussion
Tuesday, February 17, 5:30pm
Smith Center for the Arts
The enormous potential of what art can do as Art always emerges when artists deal with the laws, limits and history of a specific
medium. The semantic depth of painterliness can only be adequately appreciated if it is understood as the result of a process of
dialogue with the medium’s diverse canons. Referring to this idea as “painting qua painting” in her catalogue essay for The Forever
Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World, an exhibition on view at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, curator
Laura Hoptman conjures a timely dialogue amongst painters, curators, critics and art historians about painting and simultaneity in
today’s digital age of instant information. On the occasion of Heather Leigh McPherson: A Platform for Traits, PC Galleries brings
together prestigious members of the Rhode Island art world for the Painting qua Painting Panel Discussion in an attempt to expand
and add to this conversation as it relates to panel guests’ own practices and roles as contemporary art professionals.
The Painting qua Painting Panel Discussion is organized and moderated by PC Galleries Curator Jamilee Polson Lacy. Participants
include featured artist Heather Leigh McPherson, David Winton Bell Gallery at Brown University Curator Alexis Lowry Murray
and RISD Museum Richard Brown Baker Curator of Contemporary Art Dominic Molon, among other Providence area artists and
scholars.

Class and Group Tours
PC Galleries offers guided tours for classes and groups of all ages. Class and group tours are free of charge but require reservation.
For more information, to discuss the specific needs and interests of your class or group, and/or to schedule a tour of Heather Leigh
McPherson: A Platform for Traits, please contact PC Galleries at pcgalleries@providence.edu.

About PC Galleries
PC Galleries at Providence College present exhibitions and public programs focusing on contemporary art, innovative artistic
practice and interdisciplinary cultural activity. Operating within two gallery spaces as part of the Department of Art & Art History,
the Galleries support the educational, service and community-oriented mission of the College with dynamic visual arts productions,
including those that foster audience participation, cross-departmental collaboration at the College and cultural exchange at local,
national and international levels. The Galleries ultimately strive to produce projects by artists and intellectuals who demonstrate how
and why creative practitioners are vital forces in promoting diversity and shaping contemporary global culture.
All PC Galleries exhibitions and public programs are free and open to the public.
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